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Abstract

   An experiment to search for theS"= nv2Hdibaryon with r' atomic-capture reactions in
liquid deuterium has been carried out at the Brookhaven 2-GeVlc kaon beam line. By using
a specialized target ofliguid hydrogen and deuterium, r' hyperens created with Kww P-
J}(+r' reactions are slowed down iB a degrader and are brought to rest in liquid deuterium.

Silicon detectors placed between the kydrogen and deuterium targets provide the tagging of

stepping =' 's based on the energy less measurement. The signature oftheHis a detection
ofmoneenergetle neutrons from the (r' , d).t,.rm+Hn reaction in coinciclence with the tagging

signal. In this paper, the method and techRique used in the experiment are described and
the results obtained from the first data coilected in 1992 are presepted. It is shown that the

present experiment is aii effective appreach to search for the ll payticle.

1. Intreduction

    The ll particle is a six-quark state (g6) with the flavor-singlet configuration of

uaddss, I= O andJr"==O+, which was first predicted byJaffe in l977 using the MIT bag

model [I]. He showed that the mass would be 2150 MeV, about 80 MeV below the
AA threshold at 2231 MeV, and therefore the state would be stable against strong

decay. Since then, the H mass (mH) has been estimated in a variety of calculations
such as the bag model [2, 3, 4, 5], quark cluster models [6, 7, 8, 9] and lattice QCD [IO,

1l, l2]. The predicted mH ranges from two-nucleon mass (2mN) to two-lambda mass
(2mA) and also beyond 2mri. Several experimental efforts have been rnade to search

for this object. However, no conclusive evidence has been found so far [13, I4, 15, 16].

A number of events have been reported as ff candidates in photographs of a propane

bubble chamber exposed to a IO-GeV/c proton beam [17,l8,l9], however, inter-
pretations of the events are controversial [20]. Double hypernuclei which have been

found in nuclear emulsion [2l, 22, 23] may exclude deeply bound H's, however, they do

not exclude if's with binding energy up to a few tens of MeV or unbound H's.
Therefore, both theoretical and experimental situations regarding the existence ofthe H

remain unsettled.

    A search for the H in ,"-"""M"' atomic-capture reactions in liquid deuterium has been

carried out at the Brookhaven AGS [24]. In this experiment, two successive reactions

* Present address : National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba 805, Japan.
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          Kff+p-K'+r. (1)
          (wr',d)atem-H+n) (2)
where (r' ,d)atom denotes a =' datom, have been studied. cr' hyperons are created

by the double strangeness exchange KM P---,'K+ cr' reactions in a liquid hydrogen target,

are slowed down in a Åíungsten degrader and then are brouglit to rest in iiquid
deuterium. rl'he stopped Lrc.,' 's form bound atomic systems (cr' ,d)atems. If the

neutron produced in the final state is detected, the reaction is kinematically determined

and ffis observed as a monoenergetic peak in Åíhe missing-mass spectra. The Hmass is

determined from the measured neutroR energy. The same technique is applicable for

unbound H's, which rnay exist as a resonance ofAA as suggested in Reft [6]. In this

case, the signal neutrons appear as a bump in the neutron energy spectrum whose width

shows the resonance width.
    The rate of the H production is evaluated by the branching ratio R for the (=' ,

d)atom-ffn reaction which is given as

          R :.l"=.-d.Hn!1-rtot

          rtot=:.Z7=--d-+Hn+Tff-d--nAn+-l'Tg--d.Lrm.nn+T=.umd-7laew.--d+T=.nvd"nrr-d• (3)

Here the partial widths for possible processes from (r' , d).t,.,, such as the reactions

cr' d-AAnand=' dt""-O' nn,theradiativetransitionofthe=' tootherorbitsr' d-
7r' d and r' weak decay tr: d mnep A rr'd are shown as Ps wi th suraxes. According to

the caiculation ofAerÅís and Dover, R for the r' capture from the S orbits is as large as

O.8 for the binding energy BH close te zere and decreases with increasing BH
(BH--2mA-mH) [25]i. It is expected, therefore, the measurement lias higher

sensitivity in the region ofsmal} BH. This is the region where the above rnentioned

double hypernuclei do not exclude the existence of the H and also many theoretical

calculations preclict tl}e mH, NTo other experiment has explered tliis region with enough

sensltlvlty.

    In the reaction (cr' , di.t,mde.Hn, the underlying process for the H production is the

fusion reaction ffp"--ff. In dev-capture reactions at rest, the relative mementum of

Åíhe initial two baryons is small, and ideal conditions to maximize the H-production rate

are realized. An alternative approach to produce the H with the same process =' p-
ll is to use the (Kww, K-Y) reaction on nuclear targets. When tlie r' produced by the

(K-, K+) reaction coilides with nucieons in the target nucleus, the Fermi metion ofthe

                                 ,nucleons provides a region ofphase space where the relative momentum ofa r' P pair is

small enough to produce the ll directly. The direct production of the H has been
sÅíudied with an emulsion target [16] and the N production with 3He target,
K-3He--KNiHn, is in progress [26, 27]. However, the search around the AA threshold

with the direct process is diMcuit because of large background from the quasifree ='

production.

    To accemp}ish the H search in the two successive reactions, it is indispensable to

i Note that the partlai widths for the radiative transition .l-'si-d.7r- d and the =' weak decay

 rttd--nn-d are also inciuded in the definition ofR iR the present work. The weak decay width
 1-Iff-d.Arr-d is net inclttded in the calculation of Aerts and Dover.
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produce copious wr' 's and discriminate them from other particles. In this experiment,

a magnetic spectrometer instrumented with drift chambers, time-of-fiight counters and
derenkov counters is used for identification ofK+ produced in K-p-K-Y =' reactions.

The liquid deuterium target for atomic capture of r' 's is installed on top of the

hydrogen target for wr' production. Tungsten degrader wails placed between the two
targets are equipped with silicon detectors for the measurement ofenergy of r. 's which

stop in liquid deuterium. Neutrens produced in the capture reactions are detected in

coincidence with the tagged r' 's. The measurement ofneutrons rather than decay
products of if gives the sensitivity independent of the decay mode or life time of the ff.

This is a salient feature contrast to experiments searching for specific decay mode of fl

such as H--"-rp and H--+Apn- , where the sensitivity is limited by fiducial volume of

apparatus. The Hsearch based on the atornic-capture process in liquid deuterium has

not been previously carried out because of the lack of beam line to produce enough
number of ( cr' , d) .t..,. The newly-built 2-GeV/c kaen beam line at the BNL-AGS has

been successfully commissioned and it provides l.8-GeV!c negative kaons with a flux of
IN2Å~106/spil}. Hereby the H particle search with the =' capture process (=' ,

d)atomeHn has become possible.

    The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the present
measurement to search for the H particle. The technique used in the experiment are

described and results obtained from the first data collected in 1992 are presented.

Section 2 shows the experimental setup. In Section 3, we describe the method for the
identification ofthe r' production with the spectrometer and the tagging of(cr' , d)atom

formation with the silicon detector. The resolution and background in the neutron

detection are also explained. In Section 4, the neutron spectrum is examined to
demonstrate the peak search procedure and the method ofdeducing an upper Iimit on

the H production. Finally, the work is concluded in Section 5.

2. Experiment

2.1 Overview
    The experiment was executed using the 2-GeVlc kaon beam line at the Brookhaven

National Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (BNL-AGS). Figure 1 shows
a schematic layout of the experiment which involves l) a magnetic spectrometer to
identify the reaction K-P.K+ r' , 2) a double target ofliquid hydrogen and deuterium

(Lfl2/LD2 target) for the formation of (wew' , d).t,. and 3) a neutron detection system to

measure the signal neutrons from the reaction (r' ,d)atom-Hn.

    The kaon beam line delivered 1.8-GeV/c K- mesons to create =' hyperons with

K-p--K+ r' reactions in liquid hydrogen filled in the lower halfofthe LH2/LD2 target,

which is shown in Figure 2. In the beam line, three scintillator hodoscopes (MP, MT
and IT), an aerogei 6erenkov counter (IC) and three drift chambers (IDI-3) were

installed for identification and tracking of the K- beam. The outgoing K+ was

analyzed with a magnetic spectrometer placed downstream the target. The magnetic
field was 1,4 Tesla at the center ofa dipole magnet (48D48). The field direction was
horizontal and thus outgoing particles were bent vertically. The K-F was identified by
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Fig. 1. Schematic side view of the experimental setup. The beam line
       hodoscopes MP and MT are $hown in Figure 3.

the measured momentum and velocity calculated from the time-of-flight (TOF) data

and the path length. The momentum was derived from the trajectory which was
reconstructed with five drift chambers (FD1-3 and BD1-2). The TOF information was
obtained from data on a time-of-flight array (BT) which was installed at the end of the
spectrometer. Background particles in the K+ identification were mainly pions and

protons. Two aerogel Cerenkov counters (FC and BCI) differentiated the K+ from

the n+ , whereas a lucite (ierenkov counter (BC2) was used to reduce the protons, which

dominated in the outgoing channel. Two scintillator hodoscopes (FP and BP) were

used to form a primary on-line trigger.
    The LH21LD2 target system was the heart ofthe experimental setup. The target
was featured by twenty tungsten degrader wedges which were installed on top of the

LH2 vessel, as' shown in Figure 2. The E'- was emitted at an angle ofabout 180, while

the K+ was detected by the spectrometer at an angle of about 80. The created =' left

the LH2 vessel, passed through one of the degrading cells and then entered the LD2

vessel with the velocity Iow enou'gh to stop in liquid deuterium. Even with this
specialized target geometry, the fraction of =' 's stopping in LD2 was very small

(O.240/o). The vast majority of =' ;s decayed in fiight or stopped in degraders to result

in giving background neutrons. Another important information on stopping E'-'s
came from pads of silicon detectors (SI) mounted behind each degrader wedge. A
large pulse in one of the pads near the production vertex was an indication of a ='

which was slow enough to stop in the LD2 vessel. The tagging ofstopping =' 's with

the silicon detector was one of keys to improve the ratio of signal neutrons to

background neutrons.
    Another major equipment for the experiment was a neutron detection system (ND)
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Fig. 2. a) Side view of the LH21LD2 target. b) Close-up of
       =' degrader cells.

to measure signal neutrons frQm the H formation, (=' ,di.t..'Hn. Two arrays of
scintillator logs (LN and IUNI) surrounded the target to measure the time-of-flight of

neutrons. Therefore, the signal of the H formation (=' ,d).t,.'Hn was a peak
observed in the neutron TOF (or velocity) spectrum.

2.2 2-GeV/c Kaon Beam Line
    The newly-built 2-GeVlc kaon beam line delivers high intensity K- beams of the
order of 1061spill. Details of the beam line are described in ReÅí [28]. For better

separation between kaons and other particles such as pions, the beam line features two

stages of velocity selection and magnetic optics corrected to third order. Figure 3

shows a schematic layout ofthe beam line. Primary protons accelerated to 24GeV/c
by the AGS are incident on a 9 cm-thick platinum target located at the entrance of the

first dipole (D1). Secondary particles are transported with extraction angle of50 and a

momentum acceptance of Å}30/o (FWHM). After the velocity is selected with two
stages ofseparators (CMI-El-CM2 and CM3-E2-CM4), they are delivered to the final
focus point (FF). In Table 1 are summarized the design parameters of the beam line.

    The beam line has been operational since 1991. A K- flux ofabout 2.3Å~106 per
10i3 protons and a x- IK- ratio oflower than O.8 have been achieved at 1.8 GeVlc with

the two separators running at 750 KV (E1) and 600 KV (E2) and the mass slit openings
set to 1.9mm (MSI) and 2.8mm (MS2)2.

2 These results were obtained in the 1993 run. In the 1992 run, the K" fiux was about 2.8Å~ 106 per

 10i3 protons and n-fK- ratio was about 2.5 : 1 with the separators running at 750 KV (El) and

 375 KV (E2) and with the mass slit openings set to 3.5 mm (MSI) and 3.9 mm (MS2). In the 1993
 run, the beam purity was improved in trade for some loss in the K- flux compared to the 1992 run.
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  Fig. 3. Schernatic Iayout of the BNL-AGS 2-GeV/c K" beam iine.

  Table l. Design parameters of the AGS 2-GeVlc kaon beam line.

Momentum range
Production target (lengthXwidthXhei

Central production angle

Momentum acceptance (FWHM)
Separators (El and E2)
Solid angle-momentum acceptance")

Length

ght)

up to 2GeVlc
9.0Xo.7Å~1.ocm3

5o

Å}30/o

750 KV 4.5m long
6.2-6.5msr O/o (MSI

31.4m

(each), 10cm

=3mm, MS2
gap
=4 mm)

  a calculated with the RAYTRACE program.

    To minimize the flight path length of E' -'s between their production points and the

LD2 target and thus to minimize the rate of iT' decay in flight, a well defined beam with

a small vertical width must be delivered to the position near the top ofthe LH2 target.
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For this purpose the }ast quadrupole Q9 is designed to focus the beam in the vertica}

direction. Figure 4 shows the beam profiIe on the final focal plane which is
reconstructed with drift chambers IDI-3. The size ofthe K- beam (FWNM) has been

measured to be O.6cm in the vertical direction and 4.6cm in the horizontal.

2.3 SPectrometer Devices
2.3.1 Scintilldtor HodoscoPes
    In Table 2 are summarized the specifications of five scintillator hodoscopes, MP,

MT, IT, FP and BP. The hodoscopes MP and MT were installed downstream the
first mass slit MSl (see Figure 3). The primary function ofMP was the determination

ofthe beam momentum by measuring the x-position of the particle, whereas that of MT

is the measurement of the time-of-fiight of the beam in comparison to IT. The
hodoscope IT with the intrinsic timing resolution of60 psec (oj provided the reference

timing signal (START) for all the detectors. The hodoscopes FP and BP defined the

spectromeÅíer acceptance. For particles produced at the target center, the out-of-beam
elements (#1-# I2) ofFP gave a vertical angular coverage of rm l3.20 s( 0y s: O.6e, whereas

BP gave a horizontal coverage of IOxls:6.40. Most of the beam hit the module #13 of

FP, and the top four elements (#13-#l6) of FP were used as beam vetoes.

Table 2. Specifications of the sclntillator hodoscopes. The orientation
        is indicated by the direction ofhodoscope slats (V : verticai, H :

        horizontal).

Hodoscope Orientation Dimension of
oRe elemeBt") Segmentation

g'S' lv  I.5Å~ O.7XO.3

 1.5Å~ 3.7XO.6

 3.0Å~ 2.5Xl.3

24.0Å~ 1.5XO.4

}se.ex21.ox1.e

:
" lengthXwidthXthickness (cm3)

2.3.2 Drifc Chambers (IDI-3, FDI-3, BDI-2)
    The spectrometer was instrumented with three drift chambers (IDI-3) to measure

the track ofan incident beam particle and five drift charnbers (FDI-3 and BDI-2) to

reconstruct the track ofan outgoing particle through the magnet. The three beam drift

chambers IDI-3 were identical and so were FDI and FD2. The drift cell of these

chambers were designed for operation at a high beam rate. Sense wires were
positioned with a 5.l mm (O.2") spacing and thus the maximum drift distance was 2.5

mm, giving the maximum drift time of50 nsec. The chamber FD3 was installed inside

the magnet for better determination of the momenturn. It provided fast outputs ofy

hits for a second-level trigger, which is described Iater. The chambers BDI and BD2

had the active area of l24cmÅ~224 cm. They had a similar design ofdrift cells with

sense wires placed with 2.0cm spacing. The position resolutions (oj of these drift

chambers were O.2 mm for IDI-3 and FDI-2, O.3 mm for FD3 and O.4 mm for BDI-2.
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               '2.3.3 Aerogel Cerenkov Counters (IC, FC, BCI)
    In order to separate K-'s from z-'s in the 1.8-GeV!c beam, the aerogel derenkov

counter IC with a refractive index (n) of 1.03 was used. For the separation ofoutgoing
K+'s from z+'s, two aerogel derenkov counters FC and BC1, both with n of 1.04, were

installed in the spectrometer. The function ofBC1, located downstream the magnet,
was not only the rejection of n+'s produced in the target but also the rejection of

background pions, muons and electrons originating from in-flight decay of incident

K-'s and also from secondary interactions of non-interacting beams or outgoing
particles.
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5. Schematic drawings for aerogel 6erenkov counters a) IC, b) FC and

   c) BCI.
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Table 3. Design parameters of aerogel eereRkov counters

IC FC BC1

Effective area (XXY, cm2)

Total thickness (cm)

DimeRsion of a biock (XXYXZ, cm3)

Number of block

Refractive index (n)

Threshold momentum for al1< (GeVlc)

Photomultipiier

Number of channel
Hamamatsu

 10Å~5
  6.0

IOX5Å~3
  2

  1.03

O.5611.97

      R1250
  1

     25Å~25

      9.0

   25Å~25Å~3
      3
      l.04
    O.4r911.74

Hamarnatsu Rl250

     4

   126Å~189

     9.0

  21Å~21Å~3
162 (==6Å~9Å~3)

     l.04r

  e.4911.74

  Burle 8854

    40

    Figure 5 shows schematic drawings for IC, FC and BCI. In Table 3 is
summarized the specifications ofeach counter. The aerogel blocks used for all ofthe

devices were manufactured by the Airg}ass Company in Sweden. The radiator cells of

these devices were coated with highly reflective white paper (Millipore) to prevent
            .absorption ofCerenkov light. In the radiator cell ofIC, a mirror ofaluminized mylar
was placed downstream the aerogel blocks to refiect the derenkov light emitted forward

to a PMT. As for FC, the radiator cell was viewed by four PMT's through 30 cm-long
air light guide coated with aluminized mylar. The counter BC 1, with the effective area

of l26cmX169cm effective area, was equipped with a mirror of aluminized mylar
arranged in parabolic shape and was viewed by 40 PMT's. For detecting derenkov

photons, PMT's with diameter of 5" sensitive to a single photo-electron, Hamamatsu

R1250 (IC and FC) and Burle 8854 (BC1), were used. The average numbers ofphoto-
electron for l .8-GeV/c pions were rneasured to be 5.8 for IC, 4.3 for FC and 4.2 for BC 1 .
             '2.3.4 Lucite Cerenkov Counter (BC2)
    In the reactions induced by 1.8-GeV/c Krm's on the proton target, K+ is a rare
particle comparing to rrrlny andP which are produced by reactions such as K' P--"-z+.X

and KnvP.PK- (K*'). In particular, the ratio of protons to kaons in the outgoing
channel is as large as 300. The lucite eerenkov counter BC2 was installed for

discrimination ofK+ from the proton, which was crucial to reduce the on-line trigger

rate to an acceptable level for the data acquisition. The principle ofthe device is based
on the mechanism of total reflection of the derenkov light. Consider a flat plate of

lucite with refractive index of n placed orthogonal to the direction of a particle moving
                                      'with velocity /3. For sufficiently high /3, the Cerenkov angle 0, is large enough for total

refiection of the light on the surface of the plate. Consequently, the light is detected

with a photomultiplier installed at the end of the plate. On the other hand, the light

produced by a slow particle is partially refiected and escapes the lucite plate after
                             'refiections ofa few times. The Cerenkov angle 0, and the critical angle for total
refiection 0,,it. are given by:

          e, :cos-i(llrsn) (4)
          0,,it.=sin-i(neln), (s)
where no is the refractive index of the medium outside the plate. Therefore, the
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threshold velocity Bth for total refiection is given by:

                  I          13"t==rm(, ,)' (6)
If }ucite with n =l.49 is placed in air, Eq. (6) gives /3th = O.905, corresponding to the
momentum of 1.05 GeVlc for the K+ and 2.0GeV/c for the proton.

    Figure 6 shows the design ofone module ofthe device. Each medule consisted of

four 1.0-cm thick strips of UV transparent lucite piled stepwise with O.5-cm overlap.

The four strips were gathered at the end of the module and coupled to a photomu}tiplier

with an UV transparent window. Since the device was highly sensitive Åío the incident
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angle ofparticles, the module had a curvature of5 m so that direction ofall the particles

from the target were nearly orthogonal to the lucite surface.

    In Figure 7, the detection efficiency of the device is shown as a function of the

particle velocity. It is shown that the efliciency increases rapid}y around the designed
threshold velocity (rsth== O.905). The efliciency for K+ detection in the momentum

region ofinterest, that is around l.25 GeVlc, is about 900/o. The remaining efliciency

of about 200/o in the velocity region far below the threshold arises from scintillating

contaminant in lucite or the blray emission. The on-Iine trigger rate was reduced

down to about 300/e using this device.
          '2.3.5 Time-of-j7ight Array (BT)
    The time-of-fiight array BT was located at the end of the spectrometer to measure

TOF's of outgoing particles. The typical fiight length was 7.9m from the target,
giving TOF difference of I.8 nsec between the K+ and T+ with the momentum of l.25

GeV/c. Details of the design and the device performance are described in ReÅí [29].

The array consisted of40 logs ofplastic scintillators (BC408), each having a dimension

of 200.0cm long, 8.5cm wide and 5.0cm thick. Each end was directly coupled to a

Hamamatsu Hl949 PMT at each end. The signal from each anode was discriminated
with a CFD (constant fraction diseriminator, Phillips 715). Discriminated timing

signals were then read by Kinetic F432 FASTBUS TDC and also by LeCroy
FEM/FERET sysÅíem to provide a fast conversion of signals for the second-level
trigger. The TOF resolution averaged over 40 elements was found to be 130 psec (o).

By unfolding the resolution of the START signal (60psec), the intrinsic timing
resolution of llOpsec (oj was obtained.

2.4 Lll2/LD2 Target System
2.4.1 r. Degrader Cell
    The =' degrader cells, which are shown in Figure 2-b), were designed to maximize

the probability of r' 's stopping in LD2. The degrader wedges, each having the
tliickness of O.57 cm, were positioned every 3 cm on top of the 68 cm long LH2 vessel.

The geometry of wedge degraders had several advantages over a naive flat degrader

plate sandwiched between the LH2 and LD2 vessels. First, the wedge geometry
reduced a required active silicon detector area by a factor of3. Secondly, the silicon

detector pads were perpendicular to the beam halo instead of parallel. Thirdly, a

practlcal design required to p}ace the silicon detector pads ln a gap between the

degrader and the LD2 vessel. In the flat geometry, a smal} increase ofthe gap would

reduce the r' stopping eMciency significantly, because the cr' 's passes through the

gap in a}most parallel. Finally, in the case that the siiicon detectors and degraders

were nearly perpendicular to the =' track, the angu}ar correction to the energy loss in

these material was minimized. In order to reduce the fraction of =' 's decaying in

flight or stopping before entering into the LD2 vessel, the thickness ofaluminum walls of

the target vessels had to be minimized. As indicated in Figure 2, the LD2 vessel was

machined so that the thickness ofthe aluminum wall where =' 's pass through is O.05

cm, while the top plate of the LH2 vessel had tQ be kept O.086 cm thick to retain the

mechanical strength.
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2.4.2 Silicon Detector (SI)

    The diffusedjunction silicon detectors were operated in vacuum at liquid hydrogen

temperature ('v20 K). Two silicon detector wafers, each having four pads with active

area of 1 cm Å~ 1 cm , were mounted on an aluminum-oxide ceramic frame, as shown in

Figure 8. Twenty ofsuch detectors were mounted in the E'- degrader cells. Thus the

total number of channel was 160. The thickness of each wafer was about 200ptm to
give an energy deposit ofabout 70KeV for minimum ionizing particles. The energy
deposit of interest for =' 's stopping in LD2, that is from 1.0 to 2.1 MeV as shown

below, was 15 to 30 times higher than that for minimum ionizing particles.

2.4.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
    The technique to tag the E 's stopping in LDi has been tested with a Monte Carlo

simulation. Figure 9-a) shows the stopping positions of =' 's created with the K-P'
K+=' reaction. It is seen that the fraction of -r' 's stopping in LD2 is very small
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compared to those in degrader. However, the events of interest populate in rather
limited region of the outgoing K+ angle (0K+). This is because of the two-body

kinematics in the K- p-.K+r' reaction which restrict the r. momentum at the

entrance into the degrader and also because of the geometry ofwedge degraders which

minimizes the angular correction to the energy loss, as mentioned above. The
simulation has shown that useful events populate mostly in the region of5"f< eK+K 90,

and this helps to increase the fraction of cr' 's stopping in LD2 as indicated in Figure

9-b).

    Another important technique for tagging of stopping r' 's is an energy loss
measurement with the silicon detectors. A calculation shows that the kinetic energy of

the Lr.n' at the entrance ofa silicon pad must be Iower than 30 MeV for stopping in the

LD2 vessel. This impiies that the =' 's stopped in LD2 leave large energy deposit in

the silicon pad. Figure IO shows the distribution of simulated energy loss AE]si for

cr' 's stopping in LD2, as well as that for all of the .r..' 's which hit the silicon pads.

The energy deposit ofinterest is from 1.0 to 2.1 MeV. In Figure 9-c) are shown the
stopping positions of r' 's tagged with 50f{( eK+f<90 and 1.0f<AEsi (MeV)s(2.1. In
Table 4 are summarized the results of the Monte Carlo simulation for the K+'s in the

angular region from 50 to 9e. As shown in the table, the fraction of r' 's stopping in

LD2 is O.240/o of the total created "r"' 's, while it is 150/o of the events tagged with

lD<AEsi :{: 2.1 MeV.

2.5 IVeutron Detection System (IND, CV)
    Neutrons were detected with two identical arrays ofplastic scintillator logs placed

Table 4. Result of a Monte Carlo simulation for the =' decay or step. A numbey
   represents percentage fraction of each category in the total events
   simulated in the region of5"K 0K+K9". Resuits with the tag, 1.e:!<AEsi

   (MeV))S:2.1, are shown iR the right column. A number in parenthesis
   represents percentage fraction of each category in the tagged events.

cr' produced wi th 50 s: 0K+ f: 90

Decay total

Stop tetal

 -Step in LD2

IOO.O

96.5

 3.5

 &24

Decay before reaching SI

Stop before reaching SI

 -Stop in aluminum
 -Stop in tungsten

go.e

 2.45

 e.17

 2.28

Hit SI

 - Decay
 -Stop in sillcon

 -Stop in aluminum (behind SI)

 -Stop in LD2
 -Stop in the next degrader celi

6.63

5.58

o.e3

O.21

O.24

O.56

i.OKAEsis<2.1

l.46 (10e.O )

1.IO ( 75.7 )

O.OO ( O.17)

e.o6 ( 3.go)

O.22 ( 15.l )

O.07 ( .4.87)
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The charged-particle vete

on the left side (LN) and the rightside (RN) ol`the beam, as shown in Figure l1. Each

array consisted effive layers which were staggered by 7.6 cm. One Iayer was made up

of ten logs. Each Iog was l5.2cm wide, 182.9cm long and 5.Icm thick. This
arrangement allowed the localization ofthe firing position to determine the fiight length

wliich was necessary to calculate the velocity and the energy of the neu{ron from the

measured TOF. Each end of the element was coupled to a PMT (Amperex 2262)
through a trapezoidal light guide. Pulses from each P]v{T were discriminated by a
CFD (Phillips 7}5) and read with a I<inetic F432 rl"DC to give the timing informatlon.

The threshold voltage appiied to Åíhe discriminator input was 50 mV, correspending to
the iight output ofabout O.25 MeV,,3. The mean time ofthe two PMT signals gave the

neutron TQ.F, while their time difference gave the position of the interaction along the

log. The fr6nt surfaces ofthe arrays LN and RN were about 1 m away from the target,

and the layers surrounded the target with solid angle ofO.21Å~4nstr. The intrinsic

time resolution for minimum ionizlng particles was measured to be I37 psec on average

for 100 logs by using cosmic rays. The Iayers for charged partic}e veto (CV), made of

O.95 cm thick scintillators, were placed in fyont ofeach ND array for distinguishing hits

of neutrons from those of charged particles.

    The neutron detection relies upon nuclear reactions whieh release charged
particles. The efficiency of the neutron detection and its dependence on the neutron

kinetic energy have been studied with a Monte Carlo program which simuiates the
neutron reacÅíions in scintillator materials. The simulation is based on Åíhe program

called "DEMONS" which has been deveioped for the purpose of estimating the
performance ofmulti-element neutron detecÅíors [3e, 31]. It has been reported that the

calculated efficiencies for the neutron detection agree with those of measurements
within IOO/o. The code has a capability of estimating the Ioss of neutron fiux due to

jnteractions ln the layer for charged particle veto. By adapting this code to the

geometry of the ND arrays and CV layers, we have estimated the detection probability

(nND), which is essentially the efficiency (eND) times the solid angle (Ai(?ND), for

3 One MeV,, or "MeV electron-equivalent" ls the light output for e}ectren energy deposit of 1 MeV,
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neutrons emitted from the LD2 vessel. Figure 12 shows the estimated vND as a function

of the neutron kinetic energy with different threshold values for the light output.

2.6 Trigger
    The event triggers were formed by using signals from the hodoscopes (IT, FP and
BP), the derenkov counters (IC, FC, BCI and BC2) and also the silicon detectors (SI).

Triggers for K- P-K+cr' reactions were defined as :

          ,KK= (ITA IC)n(FPI2nBP fi FPI36 fi (FCUBCI)) (7)

          KKL== KK fi BC2 (8)
          KKS=KKASI (9)
          KKLS= KK fi BC2 nSZ ' (IO)
Here FPI2 stands for the out-of-beam section ofFP (modules #1-#l2), whi}e FPig stands

for the in-beam section ofFP (modules #13-#I6) which were used as a beam Veto. The

main trigger used in the }992 run was the KKLS trigger which was the most eflicient one

for the =' stopping events. Data for the other triggers were taken concurrently with

appropriate pre-scale factors. The rate for the KK trigger was typically l500 per
106K-'s incident on the target, while it was reduced to 190 for the KKLS trigger.

    Further reduction of the trigger rate was achieved by rejecting proton events with

the second-level trigger based on a front-end computer. The rejection was done based
on the TOF difference between protons and kaons. The bottom half of the FD3 y-y'

planes were segmented to give l6-bit information ofvertical hit positions by which the

rnomenta of outgoing particles were roughly determined combined with BT. Signals

from BT were digitized by the LeCroy FERA!FERET system to provide fast
information of hits. With this second-level trigger, the event rate was reduced to
roughly 30 per 106K-'s for the events triggered by KKLS, and the live time of data

acquisition system was more than 800/o of the total running time.
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3. Data Evaluatien

    The present experiment for the N search is decomposed into three measurements
i.e., 1) identification of cr' produced in the reaction Kwwp-'-.K+cr' , 2) tagging of the

stopping cr' 's with the silicon detector and 3) neutron measurement in coincidence

with the other Åíwo measurements. In this section, the performance of each
measurement is evaluated based on the analysis of data collected in l992.

    In the 1992 run, the primary protons were delivered to the production target with a
typical intensity of4Å~ 10i2/spill. The total nuihber ofuseful spills was about 3Å~ 105,

corresponding to about 300 effective beam hours. The accumulated number ofKnv's
on the target, NK- , was 2.73Å~10ii, while that of nww's was 7.99Å~10ii. [I]herefore, the

average K- intensity was O.9Å~1061spill with rrwwIK- ratio of 2.9.

3.1 Identifaation of r' Production
    The events involving outgoing Kt's (K+ events) have been extracted from the

acquired data according to the results ofparticle identification. At the on-line stage,
the fraction ofK+ events in the data is only about 1.40/o even with the suppression of

outgoing protons by the second-level trigger. The outgoing 1(-F has been identified

with the measured momentum and the time-of-fiight. The method of track
reconstrucÅíion is based on a first order transport theory. The Åíransport matrices,

which consist of partial derivatives of outgoing track parameters as functions of

incoming track parameters, are prepared for each section of the spectrometer
acceptance divided into 480. A track in a small region ofphase space is appyoximated

with a linear extrapoiation from a central track in each section. A Monte Carlo
simulation indicates that the error ofthe mementum obtained with this method is less

than O.30/e of the true value. The time-of-fiight has been obtained by using the
        'taveraged firing time oftwo output pulses from both ends ofa BT log. Each BT log has

been calibrated so that the measured TOF gives a correct timing for outgoing protons.

    Figure }3 shows the reconstructed mass distribution for outgoing particles in the

momentum region from l.O to 1.3 GeV/c, the region ofinterest for r' production. In

this figure, it is required that the energy depesit on SI (AEsi) is greater than O.3 MeV
(the analysis of the silicon detector is explained in Section 3.2). The K+ is identified

clearly in the mass spectrum. We have selected events in the mass region from O.4 to
O.6 GeVlc2. The contamination ofmisidentified pions or protons in the selected region

has been evaluated to be less than IO/o by extrapolating the tails ofthe peaks ofpions or
protons. The contamination of fiat background undemeath the K+ peak, which is

mainly due to in-flight decay and accidental hits, has been estimated to be 20/o.
Therefore, the total background contamination in the selected K+ events has been

evaluated to be 2--30/o.

    Figure 14 shows the missing mass spectrum for the identified events ofK-+p---.
K-f-+MM for which AEsi>O.3MeV is required. The peak resulting from the r.
production appears clearly in the spectrum. The width of the peak is 15MeVlc2

(FWHM), corresponding to the momentum resolution, Aplp, of 10/o (FWHM). The
final cut to select events ofthe r' production has been set to 1.28 GeV!c2KIMM<1.42
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a typica! emission angle of 130 deposits the energy ofabout O.3MeV on a silicon pad
after losing its energy in the O.l37 cm (O.054") thick a}uminum interface between LH2

and LD2 and also the O.05i cm (O.02") thick aluminum wall between the pad and LD2.

In the calibration, first, the re}ative gain for each wafer is adjusted by comparing

4 The pad-by-pad variation, which is arisen from the difference in eiectronics such as pre-amp}lfiers

 and ADC's, is evaluated using a test sighal put into the pre-ampiifier.

                                                    l! Jr                        -

                . k. L "L"tu
    O O.25 O.5 O.75                        1 1,25 1,5 1.I                                                l,2 1.3 l.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
                  Mass Gevtc2 Missing mass Gevlc2
Fig. 13. Massspectrumefoutgoingparticles Fig. I4. Missing• mass spectrum for the
       in {he memeBtum region of l.eK reaction K-p-K+MM. Arrows in-
       P(GeVlc)s(1.3. Arrows indicate the dicate the selection criteria for the
       cut positiens for selecting events. ;-evJ' events.

GeVlc2. The tails ofthe peak arise mainly from reactlons on other materials than Lll2

which still remain after vertex cuts are applied. By comparing the data of the normal

runs with data of empty-target runs, the contamination ofsuch out-of-target reactions

has been estimated to be 60/o in the selected region. Combining with the above
mentioned background in the K+ identification, background contamination in the

selected events of the tt production has been evaluated to be about 80/o.
    The amount of r' 's identified in the 1992 data is approximately l.5Å~ l05 in all the

K+ angular region and 5.0Å~ le4 in the angular region ofK+ from 50 to 90, where most of

events for the stopping X' 's populate.

3.2 Tagging ofStoPPing =' 's
3.2.1 Calibration of the Silicon Detector
    The ADC information from each silicon pad is converted to an energy deposit AEsi

as:

          AEsi =KsiX(q-ee), (I1)
where go is the pedestal to be subtracted from the raw ADC value e. The energy
resolution of the device evaluated from a pedestal peak width is 45 KeV (FWHM).
    The gain parameter Ksi which gives an absolute energy scale for each pad has been

calibrated with data ofelastic scattering K" p-PKM taking account of the variation of
the thickness ofthe silicon wafers4. As shown in Figure 15, K- scattered elastically at

                        '                          o
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measured energy deposits with predicted values. It is made on the event-by-event
basis by calculating the -initial KM  momentum vector with the two-body kinematics
from the angle of the outgoing proton and by calculating the mean energy loss in the

aluminum material. The accuracy of this adjustment is Å} 100/o, which is limited by

the number of events for each wafer (about 100 events per wafer). Qnce this
adjustment is made, the overall energy scale ( <Ksi> ) has been determined by comp'aring

the AEsi spectrum measured for all pads to a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 16
shows a comparison between the data and the simulation after the calibration. The

simulation includes the above mentioned Å} 100/o error in the relative gain ofwafers and

also the Vavilov-type straggling effect on the energy loss, which gives the peak energy

loss smaller than the mean energy Ioss in thin rnedium. The agreement between the

data and the simulation is satisfactory. It has been estimated that the accuracy of

<Ksi> is Å}20/o ( Å} 1 O/o for statistical error in the fitting ofdata to the simulated spectrum

and Å}10/o for ambiguity in the simulation).

3.2.2 Tagging Probability
    The reconstructed events of the,=' production have been further selected
dccording to the energy measured with the silicon detectors for tagging of LffJ "' )s stopped

in LD2. The response ofthe silicon detector to the identified K- p.K+=' reactions
has been compared to a Monte Carlo simulation for a verification of the tagging
technique with this device. The simulation includes the contribution of pions and

protons stemming from the .rt. -' decay:

E--.Az-
 f.ii..,d by A-+ tz:,- (g6,Si./O./o))

(12)

These pions and protons induce false tagging signals which are misidentified as signals

of stopping =' 's, if they leave a large energy deposit on the silicon detector. In the
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analysis, the position of a SI hit is checked against the two-body kinematics of the

K-p.K+=' process in order to minimize such background hits.

    Figure 17 shows the measured AEsi spectrum in the K+ angular region of
50< eK+<90, which is compared to the simulation. The simulation indicates that hits

of the daughter pions and protons are dominant in the low energy region and the -H'-

component becomes significantly large above O.6MeV, where the data and the
simulation are in good agreement. In Figure 18 is shown the tagging probability
(Rt.g), that is the fraction of r' events giving the tag in the region of 1.0<AEsi

(MeV)<2.1 :

          Rtag='-5Alllll-S'.-, (13)
                 -as a function of the outgoing K+ angle. Note that the data and the simulation are

compared on the absolute scale. The vertical bars ofthe data represent the statistical

errors, while the brackets indicate the ambiguity of the result (Å}50/o) when the Å}20/o

error in the absolute calibration ofAEsi (see Section 3.2.I) is taken into account. The

tagging probability in the simulation is shown by a hatched band whose width includes

the statistical error in the simulation and the systematic error due to an ambiguity in
vertical positioning of the beam (1mm)5. The solid Iine in Figure 18 shows the

expected distribution for stopping =' 's in LD2 which is magnified by a factor of 5.

The 0K+ dependence of Rt.g has been understood with the peak around 0K+=80

5 A change ofvertical positioning ofthe beam has a serious effect on the tagging probability because

 the flight length ofa created =' changes rapidly with the beam height. The position ofLH2 and
 LD2 vessels in an absolute coordinate could not be verified with an accuracy better than 1mm after

 the vessels were installed inside the vacuum container and were cooled down.
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contributed by cr' hits and the tail caused by daughter protons and pions from the ='

decay.

    As shewn in these comparison,s, the observed response of the silicon detector has

been well understood by {aking the contribution ofdaughter protons and pions from the

cr' decay into accovtnt. The stopping probability of r' , sNrhich is 150/o as shewn in

Table 4, is lowered because of the contribution of those daughter particles in the
tagging. The simu}ation indicates that the contribution of r' hits is 560/o efthe events

tagged in the regions of 5ef<0K+s<90 and 1.0f{:AEsi(MeV)K2.1. Therefore, the
effective stopping prebability q,t.p, namely the ratio of r' 's stopping in LD2 to the

number of tagg'ed events, is evaluated to be:

          q,t.p=:O.56XO.I5evO.086S8:o0864'. (l4)
The error arises mainly from the ambiguity in the rneasured AEsi. The Å}20/o
ambiguity in the absolute ca}ibration ofAEsi leads to Å}50/o error in the estimate for

q.t.1,. Another cause ofthe error is a possible decrease of the stopping power for wr' in

the very low energy region, known as the Barkas effect. It has been reported for severa}

materials that the stopping power for antiprotons is about one ha}fefthat for protons in

the energy region below IMeV [32]. The possible decrease in the stopping
probability has been evaluated to be about 50/o by assuming the same effect for cr' 's.

In Eq. (14), we have included this error in the systematic error. In the 1992 data, 950

tagged events (Nt..g "950) have been obtained corrected by the 80/o background
contribution in the identification of r' 's (number of tagged event without the
correction is I029). Therefore, the expected number of =' 's stopped in LD2 (N.iop)

has been obtained as:

         Nstof)=NtagXnstop"82Å}9+-64- (15)
The first error is statistical and the second is associated with the above mentioned

systematic error for the tagging eff}ciency nstap•

3.3 Neutron Measurement
3.3.1 Neutron SPectrum
    Figure l9 shews the inverse velocity spectra ofneutrons (f3jT, i) fer the events tagged

in the regions of l.O<AEsi (MeV)K2.1 and 5.00K 0KHFs:9.00. These spectra are
referred as "tagged spectra". The spectra are shown for three light output thresholds

(<2th) of }.O, 2.0 and 5.0MeV,,. In,the analysis, the calibrated time average of two

output pulses from both ends ofeach log gives the neutron TOF relative to IT (TOF.),

whiie their difference gives the vertical hit position along the log (Y.). The x and z hit

positions (.iY. and Z,) are measured at the leg center. Then the neutron velocity 6. is

calculated as:

               (Xn-Xi)2+(YnhYi)2+(Zn-Zi)2
         P'i == (TOFn- DtK- 6tg) 'c ' (I6)
Here cdenotes the light velocity and the neutron TOF is corrected by the beam
traveling time from IT to the reaction vertex for the r' production (StK) and also by

the average stopping time of =' (Stu) which is calculated to be O.56 nsec with a Monte
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Carlo simulation. The neutron path length is the length from the neutron emission
point (Xi, Yi, Zi), which is assumed to be at the center of the LD2 cell behind the firing

silicon pad, to the hit position on ND. The light output of neutron hits (<2ti) is

calculated by taking the geometrical rnean oftwo ADC values. The ADC data ofeach
log has been calibrated with pulse heights observed for cosmic rays traversing the log

perpendicularly, for which the average energy loss through the 5 cm thick scintillator

log is IO MeV. When adjacent logs are fired with consistent firing locations along the

logs, the hits are clusterized and treated as the hit of a single neutron. For such a

clusterized hit, the TOF and the hit position are given by the log whose TOF is the

minimum in the cluster (the fastest firing log), whereas the total light output is given by

the sum oflight outputs from individual logs. Hits ofcharged particies are removed by

using the information of the charged particle veto iayers (LV and RV).

3.3.2 IVeutron TOF Resolution
    If the fl exists, we anticipate a peak of monoenergetic neutrons in the tagged

spectra. The Gaussian peaks in each spectrum shown in Figure 19 represent the
predicted signal widths for assumed binding energies of50, 20, O, - lO and - 15 MeV in

the case ofR=:1. The intrinsic neutron TOF resolution (dT), which is crucial for the

peak width, has been evaluated from the resolution measured with cosmic rays (I37

psec on the average of 100 logs) by taking account of the Iight output difference between

hits of minimum ionizing particles and those of neutrons. The light output
distribution for neutron hits has been calculated with the DEMONS program,
mentioned in Section 2. The resolution has been estimated assuming that the
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dependence of the resolution on }ight output (<ID is expressed as 6Toc11VfQr.

Consequently, the intrinsic TOF resolution for neutron hits has been evaluated as a

function of the neutron kinetic energies T. in the form:

          ofT( T.) == 560Å~[T.(MeV)]-O'28' psec. (l7)

The signal shape in the spectrum of inverse velocity is then simulated with a Monte

Carlo program which includes this evaluated TOF resolution as well as the effects ofthe

path length ambiguity due to a finite thickness ofa log (5 cm) and also the spread of ='

stopping time (200psec in FWHM). In Figure 20 is shown the peak width (6p,.k)
predicted for several binding energies ranging from IOO to rm 18 MeV, corresponding to
Brmi of2.53 to 9.12. As indicated by the selid ISne, the 6-idependence of the width

can be parametrized as :

          Opl eak(13-i) =O.04r73+OD186Å~/(3-i. (18)
3.3.3 BackgroundEvalaation
    The solid curve in each spectrum, shown in Figure 19, represents the estimated
background in the region above the prominent peak at rs-i=: 1.0 caused by hits of 7s,

The neutron speetrum associated with =' production with a wider cut on AEsi and
without cut on eK+ is used to give an estimate of the background shape in the tagged

spectrum. In Figure 21 are shown the neutron spectra obtained for the untagged ='

events in the AEsi region ofO.3 f< AEsi(MeV) f< 5.0, and without cut on eK+ for the three

light output threshold values. These spectra are referred as "untagged spectra". The
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solid curve in each spectrum represents a sixth--order polynomial to smooth the
distribution ofneutron hits. The smoothed spectrum is then scaled down to give an
estimate of the background distribution in the tagged spectrum fb.,k•(BMi) :

        fback(13-')=O•95Å~ iSl.lliillgi -`l.g Å~[,22,Pi'(13-')i], (19)

where Pi's stand for the coeracients of the above six-order polynomial. The scaling

factor is taken to be the ratio ofnumber ofevents found in the Åíagged and untagged daÅía

sets Ntag/Nunta.. with a correction factor of O.95 which accounts for a small difference in

the background rate between the tagged and untagged events. The effecÅíiveness to use

this scaled untagged spectrum as a background estimation has been assisted by a Monte

Carlo simulation for the background. As discussed below, the background netttrons

are mainly produced in capture processes ofdaughter n-'s from r' decay. According

to the simulation, the correction factor of O.95 to the simp}e sca}ing is expiained by a

smaller fraction of r' decay and a conseciuent smaller stopping rate of pions in the

tagged events compared to those in the untagged events. In the tagged events, the
frac{ion of cr' 's which are siow enough to sÅíop in LD2 or other materials before

decaying in fiight is enhanced. Moreover, the global agreement between the measured
tagged spectrum and Åíhe scaled untagged spectrum fb,,k(le-i) is good. When the
smoothed untagged spectrum, .st,.,opi' (rs-i)i, is fit to the tag'ged spectrum, the reduced

x2 evaluated in the P'i region from 2.5 to IO.O with a bin size ofO.2 is O.68, O.78 and

O.66 for Qth= l.O, 2.0 and 5.0 MeV,,, respectively. These small x2 values also indicate

that the scalecl untagged spectrum is a geod approximation of the background.

    The observed neutron spectrum has been compared to the simulation which
includes neutron emission from rr'-capture processes. In the simulation, the negative

pions produced in the r' decay chain:

          cr. -Arri. (IOOO/,) (20)
               !Cl '"-,' PA rri (64.1 0/o) (2 1)
                  nA rrO (3 5.7 0/o) (2 2)
                  rrO--"27n, (23)
where particles in the final state are labeled by the mother particle species for

convenience, are followed up in the area inslde or surrounding the target. The
simulation predicts that number ofstopping pions per tagged event is O.70 and O.58 for

rr=. and rrA , respectively. The stopping positions are found in material such as the

degrader wedges, aiuminum frame ofthe target structure, field clamp ofthe magnet and

the neutron detector. Tlae neutron yield from the n--capture process kas been
reported in the literature [33] to be 1.7N1.8 per stopped rrww in the region of T.)}i:10

]v{eV (direct neutrons), almost independent of the target mass number. Therefore, it

is expected that the rrww-capture process is a strong source ofthe background. If rrww's

stop, neutrons are generated with an isotropic angular distribution according to the

reported yield and energy spectrum [33]. Figure 22 shows the comparison between the

observed tagged spectrum and the simulated background for the three }ight output
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threshold values (Qti,), where counts in each bin is normalized by the number ofevents

for both the data and the Monte Carlo simulation. It is noted that each data spectrum

is shown by subtracting the flat distribution ofaccidental counts ofwhich rate per event
has been evaluated to be NO.050, 'wO.027 and '--O.O08 for each 6rmi bin ofO.25 for the

thresholds of i.O, 2.0 and 5.0MeV,,, respectively. These rates of accidental counts

have been evaluated from the counts existing below the prominent 7 peak. The
simulation reprocluces well the general shapes ofthe observed spectra. In the case of

1.0-MeV,, threshold, the simulation accounts for about 700/o of the observed rate in
most of the fi"i region. By raising up the }ight output thresholds, the agreement

between the data and the simulatien becomes better, as seen for the case of 5.0 MeV,,

threshold. Therefore, the neutron background has been qualitatively understood with '

the nww capture processes originating from the cr' decay.

4 Searck for the Signal

    Based on the resolution and the background in the neutron detection, given by Eq.

(l8) and Eq. (19), respectively, the signal efthe H formation has been searched for. A

narrow structure in the tagged spectrum would be an evidence of the final state neutron

from the ff formation (r' ,d).t,.-.ffn. Ifa bound ff is produced, a monoenergetic
neutron peak is expected to appear in the region of P-if{:5.2 (bound region) with a
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width consistent with the pure detector resolution. If the produced H is unbound, a
bump is expecÅíed to be observed in the region ofP- i f<5.2 (unbound region) and the

mass width .l-T. will be obtained from the bump width. Ifsuch a narrow structure is

not found ,with enough significance, upper Iimits on the branching ratio R will be

obtained for the (cr' ,d).t,.-Hn reaction. In this section, the results of the peak

search and the upper limit deduction performed with the 1992 data are presented and

discussed. The expected sensitivity to detect the signal is also shown. We have
investigated in the region of P' i from 3.0 to 9.6, corresponding to the binding energy

(BH) from 56MeV (m"=2175MeV) to -19MeV (mH=:2250MeV), where the
performance of the neutron detector has been studied and the employed method for the

background subtraction is valid.

4.1 ExPected Sensitivity

    Figure 23 shows the expected performance ofthe signal search with the 1992 data :

a) expected yield of the signal neutrons from the N formation (AJ,ig..t), b) the ratio of

signal to noise (AslN) and c) the expected statistical significance ofa peak (S). These

three quantities are shown for 2th= 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0MeV,, with normalization to the

branching ratio (R). The yield Ai.ig..i has been calculated from the expected number of

cr' 's stopped in LD2 (N,t,p, see Eq. (15)) as:

         Nsi.anal" A]'stopX nND(Tn) XR, (25)
where rpND(T.) is the neutron detection probability evaluated with the I])EMONS
program (see Figure l2). As seen in the figure, about 10XR signal events are expected

in Åíhe case of the light output threshold of I.O MeV,,. The predicted signal peaks in

Figure 19 are shown for the case of R=1. The peak significance S is given as:

         Sigi-ft'ii:i=-tg:,aki =AsiNxVMb;IIII.,k (2s)

         AslNIIiii-l!E'ggys!Lihcrnal, ' (26)
                nback
where nsignai is the number of expected signals in a smal} region of fiwwi and nb.ck the

background contribution undemeath the peak. For evaluating nsignat and nback at a
given Pww i, a peak region with a width of2Ars-i is defined so that 900/o ofthe Gaussian

peak area is covered, i.e.,:

         Ars-'"=i.64Å~6peak(PMi)=1•40XTHwwrw(rs-i)• (27)
Here dp,.k(rs'i) is the evaluated peak width in Eq. (19). The background nb.,k is

calculated by integrating the background distributionfb.,k(/3-i), given by Eq. (19), in

the same region. It must be mentioned that the .quantities shown in Figure 23 are

calculated assuming the zero mass width (T. ="OMeV) for unbound H's.
    The results have revealed the dependence of the sensitivity for the signal detection

on Qth. If lower value of Qth is taken, the sensitivity is higher in most of the region

because ofhigher vND. Such a trend is more significant in the unbound region, where

nND decreases rapidly by raising up Qth. In contrast, the dependence ofthe sensitivity

on <2th is rather small in the bound region because ofthe weak Qth dependence of nND in
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the corresponding kinetic energy region (see Figure 12). Even higher sensitivity is

expected with high Qth values in the region ofdeep binding (BH>60 MeV), because the

background decreases with Qth more rapidly than the signal in this region. The rapid

decrease of the background is due to Iow energy neutrons and 7-ray contamination in

this region. According to the Monte Carlo simulation for n- capture processes,
discussed in Section 3, low energy neutrons produced by rr- captures which take place

in ND is a cause ofsuch background. Note that the hit ofthe xM on CV is net effective

to eliminate such baekground neutrons if their hits on ND are well isolated frorn the

point of the rr" capture reaction.

4.2 Peak Search
    Structures in the measured neutren spectrum have been examined by fitting the
tagged spectrum with a bin size ofO.I in rsMi, shown in Figure 19, with a Gaussian peak

and the backgroundfb.,k given by Eq. (19). In each step ofthe search, the position ofa

Gaussian peak is fixed at the center ofa bin and the height (h) is taken as a fit

parameter. The Gaussian width is fixed for the estimated peak width 6peak given by
Eq. (l8) to search fer a narrow structure. The fitting program is based on the CERN's
MINUIT code and a log-likelihood technique is employed instead of the usual x2

method taking, account of the low statistics of the data. Figure 24 shows the result of

peak search in the tagged spectra with the three Qh, that is 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0MeV,,.

The peak height h at each point is p}otted in unit ofthe standard deviation (oj, i.e., the

height normalized to its error retumed by the fitting routine (hlAh).

    The spectrum has a few bumps and dips. A fiuctuation of 1 to 2 6is usually
treated as a pure statistical fluctuation of the background. In the bound region, no

significant peak has been observed for all the values of Qh. In the unbound region, a
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narrow bump of which statistical significance of the height hlAh is iarger than 2.5 6is
seen at P-i = 8.05 with Qth=:1.0MeV,,. The <2th dependence ofits significance seems

to be consistent with the expectation shown in Figure 23-c). In the unbound 'region,

however, the width ofunbound states cannot be expected exactly. In this case, more

appropriate way ofevaiuating the bump parameters and its significance is to take both

the Gaussian height and its w!dth as fit parameters. Such a two-parameter fitting has
given this bump the height of3.I Å} 1.2 (in a histogram with a bin size ofO.I in Bmm i) and

a width ofO.35Å}O.11 in fiwwi. Consequently, the peak area has been calculated to be

27Å}13. In the unbound H hypothesis, the measured centroid and width have given
the mass ofmH""2246 MeV and the mass width of.Z-T.= l.9Å}O.9 MeV. The statistical

significance of the bump has been evaluated to be 2.0cr from the measured peak area and

its error. The value has not been statistically significant enough to establish the bump.

43 UPPer Limit
    The upper limit of the brariching ratio R has been deduced from the observed

number of events and the estimated background in the neutron spectrum with the
method similar to the one described in ReÅí [34, 35]. Ifthe true value ofthe number

ofthe signal events is ys, the probability ofobserving "n" events in a Poisson process is

given by:
               eM<X"+X`B)(,us+lzB)'t

                               , (28)         P(n) == n!

where ,ktB is the expected values of the background events. When "no" events have

been observed in the experiment, in turn, the possibility that the true value of the

number of the signal events is pts can be written as:
                  e"(PsÅÄ"is)(Its+,ttB)nO

         g(pts) == Ni .,! , (29)
                                                        'where Ni is the normalization constant such that:

          f,OOg(pt,) dys= l. (30)
The upper limit of pts at the confidence level of (l rm cr) Å~ 1000/o, denoted as ps, is given

                              tt         l- cr == f.O-O, g(pts) dpts. (31)
When this method is applied for the estimation of the upper limit at a given P' i, the

observed number ofevents "no" and the expected background "ptB" are obtained in the
small region of B-i with the width of 2Arsrmi, as already introduced in Eq. (27) for

evaluating the expected sensitivity. The region includes 900/o of the signal events.

Consequently, we obtain pts in this region using Eq. (29)-(31). The number of the

signal events in the region is calculated from Nta.g as:

         nsi.vnat "= O•9Å~ NtagX ijstopX VND(Tn)Å~R• (32)

Thus, the upper }imit of R, denoted as R, is obtained from pts to be:

         R--- O-9Å~?VtagXSsS,opxvND(T.)' (33)
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    Figure 25 shows the upper limit ofR for the region of the binding energy of fl from

50 MeV to -19MeV at the confidence levels of90, 80 and 700/o. The result is based

on the neutron spectrum with the light output threshold of 1.0MeV,, where the
expected sensitivity is higher for most ofthe P- i region, as mentioned already. For the

unbound region, the upper limit has been obtained with assumed mass width 1-T. taking

account of the decrease of the sensitivity due to broadening of the peak. Figure 26

shows the obtained upper limits (900/o C.L.) in the unbound region for assumed mass

widths of O, l:and 2MeV.
    The solid line in Figure 25 represents the predicted R given by Aerts and Dover

[25] for the =' capture from the S orbits. In the calculation, the model-D of the

Nijmegen potential is used to evaluate the fusion vertex of =' P.H. It is noted that

the fraction of =' decay in the de-excitation process in the atomic orbits is neglected.

The obtained upper limit on R provides information of the rate of the (E'i'-, d).t,..Hn

process in relative to other processes. In Figure 25, a scale is given for the ratio ofthe

rate of the (=' , d).t...Hn process to that of the other processes, denoted as 1-rHl17others,

which is related to the branching ratio R as:
                1-THI -l-To theTs

          R= J7HII7others+I' (34)
According to Aerts and Dover [25], the (r' , d).t...AAn process is the largest fraction

in Tothers•

    The data shown here is not enough to answer definitely to the question of the

existence or non-existence of the H because of the limited statistics. Nevertheless, it

must be emphasized that this formation experiment, where the sensitivity does not

depend on the decay mode or the life time of the H, is advantageous to compare the
experimental results with theoretical predictions in a less ambiguous manner than other

types of measurements. Assuming the same resolution for the signal and the same
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ratio of signal to background evaluated in the present study, an upper limit on the
branching ratio R will be as low as O.5 (9eO/o C.L.) with an accumulation of 1Oi2Kpm's on

target. By using the 2-GeVlc kaon beam line, whose performanee is described in
Section 2, this corresponds to less than 1000 hours ofoperation. It is expected that
the upper limit on R is decreased in propotion to 1/vCig7Ki;r, where NK- is the accumulated

number ofthe K beam. Therefere, further data taking with the same apparatus will
provide an important information on the existence of the H particle.

5. Conclusion

    The H particle search with the r' atomic-capture in Iiquid deuterium has been

carried out for the first time. The rnethod and the technique used in the experiment

have been shown. In this experiment, the two successive reactions K- P.K+r. and
(=' ,d)atom-•Hn have been studied. The cr' production ,g<-p-K+r' is identified

with the magnetic spectrometer. The stopping =' 's are tagged based on the energy

loss which is measured with the silicon detector placed between the liquid hydrogen and

deuterium vessels. The monoenergetic neutron signal from the H formation (r' ,
d).tom-'Hn is then searched for in coincidence with this tagging. It has been stressed

that the usage ofthe 2-GeV/c beam Iine providing highly intense K- beam ofthe order
of 1061spili and the specialized target equipped with the silicon detector are essential to

produce enough number of (cr' ,d).t.., with an improved tagging eraciency.
    The analyses for the first available data collected in 1992 with 2.73Å~IOii ,K"s

have been shown. The r' production K- p-K" =' has been clearly identified in the

rnissing mass of the reaction. Approximately 5.0Å~ 104 events have been obtained in
the K+ angular region from 50 to 90, which is the region of interest for the stopping

r' 's. The response ofthe silicon detector to the LrnvJ' production events has been well

understood with a'Monte Carlos simulation. The number of Lr."' 's stopped in liquid

deuterium has been evaluated to be -v82. In the analysis of the neutron detection,

eva}uation of the resolution and the background rate are essential tasks. It has been

shown that the observed neutron spectrum is largely populated by neutrons produced
from the capture reactiens ofdaughter rr-'s frem the =' decay. The peak search has

been performed on the tagged spectrum in the l992 data for which about leÅ~R signal

neutrons are expected. No significant peak has been seen in the spectrum.
Calculated upper limits on the branching ratio R of the H formation reaction'(r' ,

d)atent"mm'Hn have been presented. These results obtained from this first measurement

have demonstrated that the present method based on the neutron detection with tagging

of r' is an effective approach to search for the H and also to examine the fl production

rate from (cr' ,d)atom•
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